Abstract-We report work on a LEGO robot that displays different emotional expressions in response to physical stimulation, for the purpose of social interaction with humans. This is a first step toward our longer-term goal of exploring believable emotional exchanges to achieve plausible interaction with a simple robot. Drawing inspiration from theories of human basic emotions, we have implemented several prototypical expressions in the robot's caricaturized face and conducted experiments to assess the recognizability of these expressions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Emotional exchanges constitute an important element in human interaction and communication. Social robots interacting with humans must incorporate some capabilities to express and elicit emotions in order to achieve natural, believable interactions. Bearing these ideas in mind, we have built Feelix 1 ( Fig. 1) : a 70-cm-tall "humanoid" LEGO robot that displays different facial (emotional) expressions in response to tactile stimulation. Our goal is to investigate emotion expression and activation in the context of social (human-robot) interaction, and therefore, we did not want this to be influenced by the robot performing a particular task. Feelix's only task is, thus, emotional expression for the purpose of social interaction with humans.
The motivation underlying the design of Feelix is twofold. First, we aimed at achieving a plausible way of interacting with a very simple robot. For this, we decided to exploit the potential that robots, unlike computer simulations, offer for physical manipulation, as this plays an important role in children's development and in human interaction in general. Interaction with Feelix is, therefore, through tactile stimulation rather than through other sensory modalities that do not require physical contact such as vision, often used in other expressive and social robots. Second, we wanted to endow our robot with a rich enough set of believable and easily understandable emotional responses (facial displays), while having to deal with the simplicity constraints imposed by Feelix's architecture and more generally by LEGO robots. Our purpose was thus to come up with a minimal set of features that make the emotional displays of the robot (and the interaction itself) believable and to assess to what extent we could rely for this on the tendency humans have to anthropomorphize in their interactions with objects and technology presenting human-like features, as extensively argued by Reeves and Nass [20] . In this paper, we will focus on emotional expressions.
Previous work with Elektra [13] , which is also a "humanoid" LEGO robot, showed that people, and in particular children, found it very natural to interpret the happy and sad expressions of Elektra's smiley-like face. However, more expressions are needed for richer interactions.
Since we wanted emotional responses to be clearly recognizable, we decided to implement the subset known in the literature as "basic emotions," as they are hypothesized to have clear, "universal" associated expressions. The term "basic emotions" is still highly controversial among students of human emotions (see [7] and [17] for accounts of this controversy), as researchers do not agree neither on the particular emotions that can be considered as basic (classifications range from two to nine), nor in what sense they are so. A good characterization is provided in [7] . Some researchers have characterized emotions in terms of continuous dimensions rather than as discrete categories. From this perspective, emotions are described as points located on a small set of continuous scales; the most commonly used (names may vary) being valence (the fact of a stimulus being perceived as positive or negative) and arousal (the general level of activity). The category and dimension views of emotion are not incompatible, however, and in our model we use a combination of them. In fact, basic emotions can be easily placed in an emotional space defined by these dimensions (see, for instance, [18] and [20] ). Current componential theories [21] , [23] , tend to reconcile both approaches and acknowledge the importance of both dimensions and categories, with dimensions being regarded as primary and categories as more elaborated information extracted in a second step of cognitive processing. In this study, we opted for the categorical approach, as we were aiming at a small set of easily recognizable emotions. The particular subset of basic emotions that we have adopted is (with the exception of disgust) the one proposed by Ekman in [6] -anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise-as the main criterion used to define emotions as basic is their having distinctive prototypical facial expressions.
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II. EXPRESSIVE ARTEFACTS
The use of emotions and their facial expressions in the context of human-robot interaction is receiving increasing attention. Here we give an overview of selected work representative of different models of facial expression.
The Affective Tigger [14] is an expressive toy developed by Kirsch as a tool for the social and emotional awareness education of small (aged two to five) children. Affective Tigger's expressive facial features are a mouth-open or closed-and ears-pointing upwards or downwards. As in the case of Elektra, the predecessor of Feelix, the face of Tigger has only 2 degrees of freedom (DoF) that allow it to express two emotions-happiness and sadness-plus a neutral face. Facial and vocal expressions reflect the emotional state of the toy as a response to the child's physical manipulation. Emotion recognition from the face alone is reported to be rather poor, probably due to the rigid shape of the mouth. Although this two-emotion model can be too simple for some applications, it is, however, appropriate to teach small children about emotion valence and valenced reactions to their "nice" or "mean" behaviors.
At the opposite end of the complexity scale lies Kismet, which was developed by Breazeal [1] as a testbed for learning social interactions in situations involving an infant (the robot) and her caretaker (a human). To design Kismet's facial expressions, Breazeal has drawn inspiration from componential approaches, in particular [21] and [23] . This robot is a head with active stereo vision and configurable expressive features-controllable eyebrows, ears, eyeballs, eyelids, a mouth with two lips, and a neck that can pan and tilt-with 18 DoF. All these features, together with an expressive vocalization system, allow Kismet to display a wide variety of emotional expressions that can be mapped onto a three-dimensional (3-D) space with dimensions arousal, valence, and stance. Various experiments to assess how well humans can recognize Kismet's expressions are reported in [1] , with good recognition results. However, Breazeal does not consider these results as conclusive, given that the number of subjects tested was not sufficient.
The next two expressive robots are closer to ours in the features and number of DoF used to express emotion. Minerva [24] , which was developed by Thrun, is an interactive tourguide robot that displays four basic expressions-neutral, happy, sad, and angry-using a caricaturized face and simple speech. As in our case, the robot's face is a caricature with two expressive features and 4 DoF-one to control each eyebrow and two to control the mouth. Emotional states arise as a consequence of travel-related interaction, and their expressions aim at affecting this interaction toward achieving the robot's goals. Although very successful interactions attributed to empathetic feelings in people are reported, emotions in Minerva are purely a means to an end and not an integral part of the robot's architecture.
Sparky is a social robot developed by Scheeff and colleagues with the aim of exploring new ideas in human-computer interface and interactive robotics [22] . It uses facial expression, gesture, motion, and sound to be social with humans in the immediate vicinity, focusing on emotional expression for the purposes of social interaction with people. As in the case of Feelix, the robot's only task is thus emotional expression in the context of social interaction. Unlike the other robots presented here, Sparky is not autonomous but teleoperated, in order to create richer social interactions than what the current state-of-the-art in autonomous robots allows, as well as analyze human responses during interaction. Sparky's face has 4 DoF to control three expressive features-eyebrows (1 DoF), eyelids (1 DoF), and lips (1 DoF each). In addition, the robot makes extensive use of its 6 DoF body for expressive purposes. Spontaneous interaction with Sparky has been studied in laboratory and public settings with subjects aged 6 to 81.
We finally mention a surprising experiment conducted by Elliott to test a computer's ability to express emotions by having humans rec- ognize them [11] . The computer used both caricaturized facial expressions and voice inflection to convey different emotional states while saying sentences devoid of emotional content. As a control, he had an actor say the same sentences and express the same emotions. Subjects performed substantially better when recognizing the emotions expressed by the computer (70% of success) than those expressed by the actor (50% of success). Elliott suggests that these results might be partly due to the use of caricaturized expressions.
III. FEELIX THE ROBOT
We have built Feelix using the LEGO Mindstorms™ robotic construction kit. Feelix is controlled by two LEGO Mindstorms RCX™ computers-one controls the facial (emotional) expressions, the other emotion activation. An RCX has a Hitachi H8/300 CPU, 32 K RAM, three input ports, and three output ports. It can have limited infrared communication with other RCXs or with a PC.
Feelix's face ( Fig. 2 ) has 4 DoF and makes different emotional expressions by means of two eyebrows (1 DoF) and two lips (3 DoF). The eyebrows are two slightly bent LEGO parts resembling the shape of human eyebrows. They are attached at their long end to a shaft (labeled A in Fig. 2 ), around which they rotate symmetrically. They are controlled using an angle sensor and one motor. Lips are flexible rubber tubes that can independently curve both ways (DoF C and D in Fig. 2 ). Each lip is controlled by an angle sensor and a motor. The mouth can be made narrow or wide by symmetrically moving its corners inwards or outwards (DoF B in Fig. 2 ) using another motor. Each angle sensor is connected to an input port of the RCX. To control the 4 DoF of Feelix's face by means of only three output ports, we have arranged the four motors in two pairs: eyebrows/mouth width and upper lip/lower lip. A fifth motor switches control between these two pairs. With more motors, it would have been possible to build a more expressive face, either by increasing the number of DoF of the existing elements or by adding other expressive elements. In that case, however, the face would have been significantly bigger, much heavier, requiring a bigger body, and its increased complexity would have required an additional RCX to control it, which would have had a negative impact on its performance in case of noisy communication between RCXs. By limiting the DoF to four, the face can distinctively display the five basic emotions we chose while being controlled by one RCX.
A second RCX controls the interaction with humans and communicates with the RCX controlling the face. We wanted the interaction to be as natural as possible, and since for this project we are not using Feelix as a mobile robot-the human is sitting in front of it so as to better observe the face-the feet seemed to be the best location for tactile stimulation, as they are protruding and easy to touch. We built two spe- cial feet for Feelix using touch-friendly (smooth, large, and rounded) LEGO parts. Underneath each foot is a binary touch sensor.
IV. MODELING EMOTIONS IN FEELIX
The number and types of emotions and expressive features to be integrated in the robot depends on the kind of interaction and user we are aiming at, as illustrated by the examples in Section II. An interesting idea put forward in the design of Sparky [22] is that the progression from a nonrealistic to a realistic representation of a living thing is nonlinear, reaching an "uncanny valley" when similarity becomes almost, but not quite perfect. A caricaturized representation of a face can be more acceptable and believable to humans than a realistic one, which can present distracting elements that render emotion recognition more difficult and where subtle imperfections can be much more disturbing. This idea underlies the design of Feelix.
A. Facial Expression of Emotions
Each of Feelix's emotional states has an associated distinctive prototypical facial expression. To define the "primitives" for each emotion (positions of lips and eyebrows) we have adopted the features concerning eyebrows and lips usually found in the literature, which can be described in terms of action units (AUs) using the facial action coding system [9] . It must be noted, however, that the technical constraints imposed by the robot's design (see Section III) do not permit the exact reproduction of the AUs involved in all of the expressions (e.g., inner brows cannot be raised in Feelix); in those cases, we had to adopt the best possible approximation that Feelix's face allowed. Feelix's face is thus closer to a caricature than to a realistic model of a human face. Concerning an observer's perception of emotional expressions, we have adopted the hypothesis (proposed, for example, in [5] and [16] ) that the upper and lower parts of the face function as the building blocks at the basis of emotion perception. Prototypical facial expressions displayed by Feelix 2 (Fig. 3) are as follows.
• Although it is possible to combine two different expressions in Feelix's face, we have, for now, adopted a winner-takes-all strategy 4 based on the level of emotion activation to select and display the emotional state of the robot.
B. Emotion Activation
Emotions are complex phenomena that involve a number of related subsystems and can be activated by any one (or by several) of them. Elicitors of emotions are, for example, grouped by Izard under the categories of neurochemical, sensorimotor, motivational, and cognitive [15] . Some of these elicitors are emotion-specific, but emotions also show a certain degree of generality [25] , e.g., of object and time. This accounts for the fact that a person can experience the same emotion under different circumstances and with different objects, but if emotions show this generality, what accounts for the activation of different affects? Activation theories that only take into account the arousal and valence properties of emotions are not able to fully account for their differential activation. Unlike previous work that used specific stimuli to elicit emotions [2] , we have adopted here the generic model postulated by Tomkins [25] , which proposes three variants of a single principle.
1) A sudden increase in the level of stimulation can activate both positive (e.g., interest) and negative (e.g., startle, fear) emotions. 2) A sustained high level of stimulation (overstimulation) activates negative emotions such as distress or anger. 3) A sudden stimulation decrease following a high stimulation level only activates positive emotions such as joy. We have complemented Tomkins' model with two more principles drawn from a homeostatic regulation approach, to cover two cases that the original model did not account for. 1) A low stimulation level sustained over time produces negative emotions such as sadness (understimulation). 2) A moderate stimulation level produces positive emotions such as happiness (well-being). This model proved particularly appropriate for Feelix for two main reasons. First, the coarse sensory capabilities of the robot considerably limit the number of different types of stimuli it can recognize; the use of particular stimuli or of an appraisal-based model (see, for instance, [4] ) to elicit different emotions was thus unrealistic. Second, the generality of the model makes it particularly suited for implementation using different sensory modalities, allowing us to assess the significance and adequacy of each modality in human-robot interactions.
Feelix's emotions are activated by tactile stimulation on the feet. They are assigned different intensities calculated on the grounds of stimulation patterns designed on the above principles. To distinguish between different kinds of stimuli using only binary touch sensors, we use duration and frequency of presses. For duration, we defined three types of stimuli: 1) short (less than 0.4 s); 2) long (up to 5 s); 3) or very long (over 5 s). Frequency (the rate at which presses follow each other) is calculated on the basis of a minimal time unit that we call chunk, defined here to last 2 s. When a chunk ends, information about stimuli-their number and type-is analyzed and the different emotions are assigned intensity 5-s periods a very long press has lasted. Based on the status of the binary touch sensor, the system is in one of three states-idle, pressed, or released. Associated with each transition is a condition. If the condition holds, the transition occurs and the associated code is executed. levels according to the various stimulation patterns in our emotion activation model. We mapped the general stimulation patterns into tactile stimulation patterns as follows.
• Stimulation increase is achieved by frequent short presses on any of the feet. This pattern can give rise to two emotions-surprise and fear. Surprise is produced by a less intense increase-one or two short presses after a period of inactivity or low/moderate activity. An inhibition mechanism prevents the reoccurrence of surprise within a short period of time. Fear is produced when the increase is more intense, needing more frequent short presses to become active. • A sustained high stimulation level overwhelms Feelix and produces anger. Very long presses, lasting three or more chunks, or many frequent short presses, increase the intensity of anger.
• A moderate level of stimulation that neither overstimulates nor understimulates Feelix produces happiness. This level is achieved by gentle, long (but not too long) presses. Tomkins' model also incorporates a pattern for happiness in the sense of relief, i.e., the cessation of a too high, overwhelming stimulation level. This pattern has not been implemented in Feelix yet. • Sadness is produced by a sustained low level of stimulation. In Feelix this corresponds to lack of (or very little) interaction for a long period. This model of emotion activation is implemented by means of a timed finite state machine (FSM), as shown in Fig. 4 , with three states: 1) idle; 2) pressed; 3) released.
Three timers are used to measure the chunks, the duration of a stimulus, and 5-s periods (the minimal length of a very long stimulus), respectively. During each chunk the FSM will circle between the pressed and released states, counting the number of short and long stimuli. The duration of a very long stimulus is calculated across chunks, by counting the number of 5-s periods that the stimulus lasted. The FSM returns to the idle state and awaits the next stimulus either at the end of a chunk (i.e., after 2 s) or when a stimulus longer than 2 s ends. Upon returning, the intensities of the different emotions are updated according to the number of short, long, and (when appropriate) very long stimuli.
The intensity levels of all emotions are thus recalculated every 2 s (every chunk) or, when appropriate, after a very long press ends. At the end of each chunk, the emotion with the highest intensity determines the emotional state of Feelix. However, for this emotion to become active and get expressed, its intensity has to reach a certain threshold. 5 In that case, a message encoding Feelix's current emotional state and its intensity is sent to the RCX controlling the face, so that the emotional expression can be updated if necessary. It thus takes at least 2 s (one chunk) for Feelix to change its emotional state and expression, or for the intensity of the current emotional state to vary-increase or decrease. The amount of stimulation required to change Feelix's emotional state and its expression depends on the intensity of the currently active emotion-the more intense the emotion, the more stimulation is needed for a change to happen. When a new emotion becomes active, it temporarily inhibits all the other emotions by resetting their intensities to zero. Emotion intensities are calculated by an update function that depends on time and reflects some of the distinctive features of basic emotions, namely quick onset and brief duration [7] . The intensity of the active emotion increases with appropriate stimulation depending on how long this emotion has been active. Intensity increases fast within an initial period that we have set to last five chunks (10 s) after the onset of the emotion, until it reaches a high level; the increase is then close to zero for a period of 20 chunks (40 s); the increase is negative thereafter until the intensity drops below the activation threshold. An emotion of which the intensity has just dropped below the threshold will therefore be easily reactivated if the same type of stimulation persists. This reflects the fact that emotions have a limited, short duration 6 (from a few seconds to few minutes in humans), although they can be repeatedly reactivated. All emotions increase their intensities with stimulation except sadness, which is produced when Feelix gets no attention. A time decay function makes emotion intensities decrease when Feelix is not being stimulated. For sadness, this function applies only after a long period of inactivity, when its intensity has reached its highest level. When no emotion is active, i.e., when all emotions' intensities are below the activation threshold, Feelix displays a neutral face.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We have investigated two aspects of emotions in Feelix: the recognizability of its facial expressions and the suitability of the interaction patterns. Emotion recognition tests are based on subjects' judgments of emotions expressed by faces, both in movement (the robot's face) and still (pictures of humans). Interactions assessed in informal observations are reported in [3] .
The design of experiments to test recognition of facial expressions of emotion is a rather problematic issue involving many methodological problems (see [26] for an overview). Many factors can bias the experiments, such as the fact of using still pictures of faces that only capture a snapshot of the expression rather than its development over time, and that can also reflect emotion blends rather than "pure" emotional expressions. The use of linguistic labels to force choices is another source of problems, although this method is usually preferred to free recognition without any guidance. In an attempt to avoid undesired biases as much as possible, we designed three different tests where we varied these parameters. Tests were performed in the order in which they are described. The first one is a free test-no list of emotion adjectives or any other cues are provided-in which subjects are asked to label a sequence of five expressions performed by Feelix: anger, sadness, fear, happiness, and surprise. The second test is a multiple-choice one in which subjects are asked to label the same sequence of expressions, but this time, they are given a list of nine emotion descriptors including four extra ones: disgust, anxiety, pride, worry. In addition, to test whether subjects can recognize the valence of the emotion, for each emotion they are asked whether they think the expression is elicited by something Feelix likes or by something it does not like. As a control, we designed a free test where subjects are asked to label emotional expressions from pictures of human faces expressing anger, sadness, happiness, fear, contempt, surprise, and disgust. For this, we used standard pictures common in a recognition test that we took from [19] .
We have conducted experiments on 86 subjects-41 children (ages 9 to 10) and 45 adults (ages 15 to 57). Experiments were performed in four suites. Due to time constraints, only one group of 14 children could do the free test on human faces. The other two tests (on the robot's face) were performed by all subjects. Answers were considered to be correct when the subjects used the same descriptors we have employed or very close synonyms. Results are summarized in Table I (experiments with children) and  Table II (experiments with adults). Average recognition of emotional expressions 7 was 58% for adults and 64% for children in the free test on Feelix's face, 55% for adults and 48% for children in the multiple-choice test on Feelix's face, and 82% for adults and 70% for children in the test on pictures of human faces. Children thus seem to be better than adults at recognizing emotional expressions in Feelix's caricaturized face when they can freely describe the emotion they observe, whereas they perform worse when they are given a list of descriptors to choose from. Contrary to our initial guess, providing a list of descriptors did not help recognize the observed emotion but diminished performance in both adults and children. Results on recognition of emotional expressions from pictures of human faces were better than on the robot in both cases. Valence recognition was very high (close to 100%) in all cases except for the always controversial case of surprise, which was attributed a negative valence by about two thirds of the subjects, and a positive one by the rest. Recall that all these results measure the ability to recognize emotions from the face alone-using some features in the case of the robot, the whole face in the case of human pictures-i.e., in the absence of any clues provided by body posture and contextual elements, which can be crucial factors to assess observed emotion [12] .
The results we obtained are very congruent with those commonly reported in the emotion literature on recognition of facial expressions of basic emotions in crosscultural studies (see [8] for an overview), in particular in the free tests. For example, they show that the "core" basic emotions of anger, happiness, and sadness are most easily recognized, whereas fear was mostly interpreted as surprise, anxiety, or sadness. This matches findings from studies on human faces (see [8] ) that fear and surprise are often confused, even indistinguishable to some preliterate cultures and that surprise is perceived differently from other emotions, not defining an exclusive category and devoid of a clear valence.
Our figures are, however, lower than those reported in the psychology literature, not only in the case of emotion recognition from Feelix's face, but also in the test with human pictures. This might be partly explained, in the case of the robot experiments, by the coarseness and limited number of expressive features, and in the case of the free tests, by our very strict criterion when grouping synonyms under emotion labels, e.g., we separated "anxiety" and "fear," often grouped in crosscultural studies.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented early work on Feelix: a humanoid-looking LEGO robot capable of displaying several emotional expressions in response to direct physical contact. Feelix implements two models of emotional interaction and expression inspired by psychological theories about emotions in humans. This makes Feelix not only very suitable for entertainment purposes but also as proof-of-concept that these theories can be used within a synthetic approach that complements the analytic perspective for which they were conceived. We do not claim, however, that our work provides evidence regarding the scientific validity of these theories, as this is out of our scope.
We have conducted experiments to assess how well humans can recognize emotional expressions in Feelix's face. Our results approach results reported in the literature on emotion recognition from pictures of human faces. They also show that the "core" basic emotions of anger, happiness, and sadness are most easily recognized, whereas fear was mostly interpreted as anxiety, sadness, or surprise. This latter result also confirms studies on emotion recognition from pictures of human faces, and we believe it might be due to structural similarities among those emotional expressions, i.e., shared AUs, and/or to the need of additional expressive features.
A question that naturally arises is whether Feelix's expressions would have been equally understandable using a componential (dimensional) perspective. While we do not intend to approach this question from the perspective of psychology studies of emotion recognition, it would be very interesting to investigate this issue in our robot from the perspective of human-robot interaction-in particular, the meaning attributed to different expressive units and their roles in the emotional expressions in which they appear.
Finally, in order to better assess the adequacy of the emotion activation model, a formal analysis of observed interactions and other tests must be performed. An implementation of the activation model using other sensory modalities, e.g., sound, would also allow us to assess its generality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Telerobotics involves the remote interaction of an operator with a robot which has the capacity for a degree of autonomous action. The repertoire of appropriate autonomous behavior determines the amount of interaction required. There is a tradeoff between increasing design and implementation effort, and the degree of user interaction.
The work described in this paper examines this tradeoff using a case study inspired by a biological "telerobotic" task, that of a human shepherd herding a robotic sheep using a robotic dog. The implementation presented is well controlled and repeatable and allows a wide range of dog and shepherd interaction to be examined using an appropriate environment. Two sets of four robotic sheepdogs with different behavior repertoires ranging from purely teleoperated to those displaying a reasonable degree of autonomy are tested under a variety of experimental conditions.
A variety of sheep which exhibit behavior have been designed to elicit a significant degree of interaction between the dog and the shepherd. This interaction takes the form of a small set of overriding commands which are analogous to those used when interacting with a biological sheepdog. The interaction between the dog and the sheep also has a basis in the biological equivalent. The sheep moves away from the
